
Discussion Problems

Step 3: Calculate with Metric Measures

National Curriculum Objectives:

Mathematics Year 6: (6M5) Use, read, write and convert between standard units, 

converting measurements of length, mass, volume and time from a smaller unit of 

measure to a larger unit, and vice versa, using decimal notation to up to three decimal 

places

Mathematics Year 6: (6M9) Solve problems involving the calculation and conversion of 

units of measure, using decimal notation up to three decimal places where appropriate

About this resource: 

This resource has been designed for pupils who understand the concepts within this step. It 

provides pupils with more opportunities to enhance their reasoning and problem solving

skills through more challenging problems. Pupils can work in pairs or small groups to 

discuss with each other about how best to tackle the problem, as there is often more than 

one answer or more than one way to work through the problem.

There may be various answers for each problem. Where this is the case, we have provided 

one example answer to guide discussion.   

We recommend self or peer marking using the answer page provided to promote 

discussion and self-correction.

More Year 6 Converting Units resources.

Did you like this resource? Don’t forget to review it on our website.
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Calculate with Metric Measures

1. Professor Fronkin is trying to organise his chemical cabinet. 

He has different chemicals in a variety of bottles and he wants to make a new potion. 

Find the different combination of potions Professor Fronkin can use to fill his new bottle 

as close to maximum capacity as possible. You must use at least 3 chemicals.

2. Gary has been granted some magic items by a genie. 

Object A:                                  Object B:

A gold coin. A gold key.

Starting mass (day 1): 8.75g. Starting mass (day 1): 56.7g

Mass increases by 8.75g each day.                    Mass increases by 0.02kg each day.

Object C: Object D:

A gold watch. A gold medallion.

Starting mass: 150g. Starting mass: 0.8kg

Mass decreases by 10% each day. Mass halves each day but adds 65g.

To keep the objects, by the end of day 5, Gary must choose two objects which have a 

combined mass of more than 210g.

Investigate which pairs of objects Gary could choose in order to reach the target 

mass.
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maximum 

capacity 

2.8L

A B C D E F G H

1,250ml 1,050ml 0.26L of 2.32L 0.9L 1.1L 200ml 875ml
1

4



Calculate with Metric Measures

1. Professor Fronkin is trying to organise his chemical cabinet. 

He has different chemicals in a variety of bottles and he wants to make a new potion. 

Find the different combination of potions Professor Fronkin can use to fill his new bottle 

as close to maximum capacity as possible. You must use at least 3 chemicals.

Various answers, for example: B + C + D + H = 2.765L

2. Gary has been granted some magic items by a genie. 

Object A: (43.75g by end of day 5) Object B: (136.7g by end of day 5)

A gold coin. A gold key.

Starting mass (day 1): 8.75g. Starting mass (day 1): 56.7g

Mass increases by 8.75g each day.                    Mass increases by 0.02kg each day.

Object C: (98.415g by end of day 5) Object D: (171.875g by end of day 5)

A gold watch. A gold medallion.

Starting mass: 150g. Starting mass: 0.8kg

Mass decreases by 10% each day. Mass halves each day but adds 65g.

To keep the objects, by the end of day 5, Gary must choose two objects which have a 

combined mass of more than 210g.

Investigate which pairs of objects Gary could choose in order to reach the target 

mass.

A and D = 215.625g; B and C = 235.115g; C and D = 270.29g; B and D = 308.575g
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A B C D E F G H

1,250ml 1,050ml 0.26L of 2.32L 0.9L 1.1L 200ml 875ml

maximum 

capacity 

2.8L

1

4


